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THAT WHICH IS CLAIMED:

1 . A toneable conduit, c omprising:

an elongate polymeric tube h aving a wall with an interior surface, an exterior

surface, and a predetermined wall th ickness; a channel extending longitudinally within

the wall of the elongate polymeric tube; and a stabilizing rib extending longitudinally

along the interior surface of the wajl of the elongate polymeric tube and located radially

inward from said channel; and

a continuous, high elongation wire coincident with the channel in the elongate

polymeric tube,^d copper-clad st bel wir^coated with a coating composition that

10 prevents the wire from adhering to the polymer melt used to form the polymeric tube;

said high elongation wire c ipable of transmitting a toning signal to allow the

conduit to be detected by toning ec uipment and capable of being torn out of the

polymeric tube to allow the conduit and wire to be coupled.

15 2. The toneable conduit according to Claim 1, wherein the high elongation

wire has an elongation of at least about 1%.

3. The toneable conduit according to Claim 2, wherein the high elongation

wire has an elongation of at least about 3%.

20

4. ThAtoneable conduit according to Claim 2, wherein the high elongation

wire is selected from the group consisting of copper-clad steel wire, copper-clad

aluminum wire, copper wire, and tin copper wire.

25 5. The toneable conduit according to Claim 2, wherein the high elongation

wire is copper-clad steel wire.

6. The toneable conduit according to Claim 2, wherein the high elongation

wire has a diameter of from about 0.32 mm to about 2.59 mm.

30 \
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7. The toneable conduit according to Claim 1, wherein the coating

composition is formed of a polymeric material selected from the group consisting of

fluoropolymers, polyamideV polyesters, polycarbonates, polypropylene, polyurethanes,

polyacetals, polyacrylics, epdxies and silicone polymers.

8. The toneable conduit according to Claim 7, wherein the coating

composition is formed of a polymeric material that has a melting temperature of at least

about 500°F.

9. The toneable conduit according to Claim 8, wherein the coating

composition is formed ofpolytetrafluoroethylene.

10. The toneable conduit according to Claim 1, wherein the exterior surface of

the tube is smooth.

11. The toneable conduit according to Claim 1, wherein said elongate

polymeric tube is formed of a polymeric material selected from the group consisting of

polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride.

12. The toneable conduit according to Claim 11, wherein said elongate

polymeric tube is formed of high density polyethylene.

13. The toneable conduit according to Claim 1, further comprising at least one

additional rib extending longitudinally along the interior surface of the elongate

polymeric tube to facilitate the installation of cable within the conduit.

14. A toneable conduit, comprising:

an elongate polymeric tube formed of high density polyethylene having a wall

with an interior surface, an exterior surface, and a predetermined wall thickness; a

channel extending longitudinally within the wall of the elongate polymeric tube; and a
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stabilizing rib extending longitudinally along the interior surface of the wall of the

elongate polymeric tube andjocated radially inward from said channel; and

a continuous, copper-clad steel wire coincident with the channel in the elongate

polymeric tube, said copper-clad steel wire coated with(poly^ to

prevent the wire from adhering to the polymer melt used to form the polymeric tube;

said copper-clad steel wire capable of transmitting a toning signal over long

distances to allow the conduit to be detected by toning equipment and capable ofbeing

torn out of the polymeric tube to allow the conduit and wire to be coupled.
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15. A methdd ofmaking toneable conduit, comprising the steps of:

advancing a high elongation wire; and

extruding a polymer melt around the advancing wire in the form of an elongate

polymeric tube having a wall of a predetermined thickness, an interior surface, an

exterior surface, and a stabilizing rib extending longitudinally along the interior surface

of the wall of the elongate polymeric tube such that the wire is embedded in the wall of

the elongate polymeric tubq and the stabilizing rib is located radially inward from the

wire;

wherein said advancing s^p'oorr^prises advancing a wire coated with a coating

composition that prevents th^ wire fropi a^iiering to the polymer melt used in said

extruding step.

LXl/llJ. UVJllV
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16. The method acdbrding to Claim 15, wherein said extruding step comprises

forming the polymer melt into fflie form of an elongate polymeric tube through the use of

a die and a tip, wherein a groov^ in said tip forms the stabilizing rib in the conduit.

17. The method according to Claim 15, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing the wire through a wire guide tube into the polymer melt.

18. The method according to Claim 15, wherein said extruding step further

30 comprises forming additional ribs extending longitudinally along the interior surface of

the elongate polymeric tube to facilitate the installation of cable into the conduit.
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19. The metltod according to Claim 15, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a high elongation wire having an elongation of at least about 1%.

20. The methocfl according to Claim 19, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a higH elongation wire having an elongation of at least about 3%.

21. The method according to Claim 19, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a high elongation wire selected from the group consisting of

copper-clad steel wire, copperlclad aluminum wire, copper wire, and tin copper wire.

22. The method according to Claim 19, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a copper-c\ad steel Wire. /

, v23. The method according to Claim 19, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a high elongltion wire having a diameter.of from about 0.32 mm to

about 2.59 mm.

24. The method according to Claim 15, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a high elongation wire coated with a coating composition formed of

a polymeric material selected from the group consisting of fluoropolymers, polyamides,

polyesters, polycarbonates, polypropylene, polyurethanes, polyacetals, polyacrylics,

epoxies and silicone polymers.

25. The method according to Claim 24, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a high elongation wire coated with a coating composition formed of

a polymeric material that has a melting temperature of at least about 500°F.

26. The method according to Claim 25, wherein said advancing step

comprises advancing a high elongation wire^coated with a coating composition formed of

polytetrafluoroethylene.
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27. The method according to Claim 15, wherein said extruding step comprises

extruding a polymer melt formed of a polymeric material selected from the group

consisting of polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride.

28. The method according to

extruding a polymer melt formed of\a high de:

, wherein said extruding step comprises

olyethylene.

29. The method accordinguo Claim 15, wherein said extruding step comprises

10 extruding a polymer melt in the form qf an elongate polymeric tube having a smooth

exterior surface.

^jifff^l 30. A method of couplirjg a first toneable conduit with a second toneable

conduit, comprising the steps of:
|

15 providing a first toneable conduit comprising an elongate polymeric tube having a

wall with an interior surface, an ex ;erior surface, and a predetermined wall thickness; a

channel extending longitudinally v ithin the wall of the elongate polymeric tube; and a

stabilizing rib extending longitudii Lally along the interior surface of the wall of the

elongate polymeric tube and located radially inward from said channel; and a continuous,

20 coated high elongation wire coinci dent with the channel in the elongate polymeric tube,

said wire coated with a coating coi nposition that prevents the wire from adhering to the

polymer melt used to form the pol ymeric tube;

providing a second toneab e conduit comprising an elongate polymeric tube

having a wall with an interior surf ice, an exterior surface, and a predetermined wall

25 thickness; a channel extending lor gitudinally within the wall of the elongate polymeric

tube; and a stabilizing rib extendii Lg longitudinally along the interior surface of the wall

of the elongate polymeric tube and located radially inward from said channel; and a

continuous, coated high elongatio i wire coincident with the channel in the elongate

polymeric tube, said wire coated 1 vith a coating composition that prevents the wire from

30 adhering to the polymer melt usee to form the polymeric tube;
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fyjhtfZ^ tearing the high elongatic n wire of the first toneable conduit through the exterior

surface of the first toneable cone uit;

tearing the high elongation wire of the second toneable conduit through the

exterior surface of the second to leable conduit;

5 mechanically connecting the first conduit and second conduit; and

electrically connecting tlae high elongation wire from the first toneable conduit

and the high elongation wire from the first toneable conduit.
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31. The method according to Claim 28, said providing steps comprising

10 providing a first toneablA conduit and a second toneable conduit wherein the high

elongation wire in the firs\ toneable conduit and in the second toneable conduit has an

elongation of at least 1%.

32. The method according to Claim 31, said providing steps comprising

15 providing a first toneable conduit and a second toneable conduit wherein the high

elongation wire in the first toneable conduit and in the second toneable conduit is a

copper-clad steel wire.

33. The method according to Claim 30, said providing steps comprising

20 providing a first toneable conduit and a second toneable conduit wherein the high

elongation wire in the first toneable conduit and in the second toneable conduit is coated

with a coating composition that comprises polytetrafluoroethylene.

25

34. The method according t<

providing a first toneable conduit and a

Claim 30, wherein said providing steps comprise

second toneable conduit wherein the elongate

polymeric tube of the first toneable conduit and the second toneable conduit is formed of

high density polyethylene.
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